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For my Culmination project I would like to make a 4-8 Minute Silent Short film about two
plushies falling in love and displaying a deep infatuation with each other.  My whole life I’ve
always loved films. I thought the culmination project was a perfect opportunity to finally go for
it and write and direct my first film.
I plan to write, direct , score and mostly edit the whole thing. I definitely want to ask some
classmates I had in my editing classes to help me edit scenes to get fresh eyes on scenes. One of
my best friends is a photographer so I will definitely use him for Color grading and make sure it
looks exactly the way I want it to. For the script writing process I have a friend who makes Short
films consistently. Naturally I would go to her for edits, revisions and ideas. For the sound
Aspect I will score the film but my Classmate Colin Norman will mix all the audio for the film.
I want the viewer to be able to feel something just by looking and listening to the film. Soon I
will be making a mood board for the film, then I would like to write the script, then Storyboard
the whole thing and then finally shoot and edit the film.

Methods
For this project I do not have a big budget, but I do have an Iphone 13. I will shoot the

film on my iphone. I also plan to get a stabilizer and a tripod for my Iphone, I do not want a
shaky camera. For the Score i will be composing it on Logic pro X. For editing on my end for the
film I will be using Avid Media composer which I learned how to use at City Tech.

Project Deliverables
- Film score
- Poster
- Open lab portfolio
- Materials
- Shoot Schedule

Schedule:
- Shooting to be done by early November.
- Editing to be done by November 30th.
- Film Score to be done by December 1st
- Poster to be done by December 5th
- Open lab portfolio to be done by December 5th

Required Resources:
Softwares I will need for the film: Logic pro x ( Already own), Avid Media Composer( Already
own). I will need to buy an Iphone Compatible Tripod and an Iphone compatible Camera



Stabilizer. I will also Need lights for indoor scenes. Hopefully, the lighting department can help
me with that. For outdoor Scenes I will rely on Natural light from the sun.

Budget
Gimboapro Iphone tripod and stabilizer: $170
Avid Media composer subscription: $10 a month
2 Plushies : $45
Total: $215
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